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Abstract : This paper discusses the complex behaviour of 

asymmetric structures; a study on the influence of variation 

in eccentricity due to mass asymmetry(using different 

magnitudes of asymmetry and different magnitudes of mass) 

on the linear and nonlinear behaviour of structure using 

response spectrum and static pushover analysis. The study is 

done using ETABS 9.7.4software.The study concludes that 

increase in eccentricity, mainly increases the torsion due to 

seismic forces and does not have significant effect on the 

lateral displacement of the structure.Thisincrease depends 

on both the magnitude of mass and the magnitude of 

asymmetry.  
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I. Introduction 

High risebuildings structures offer some major advantages but 

also poseserious challenges to designers in the case of seismic 

and wind loading. When these high rise buildings have 

irregular distribution of mass and stiffness, then their design 

becomes even more challenging.Asymmetric building 

structures are almost unavoidable in modern construction due 

to various types of functional and architectural requirements. 

Due to asymmetry, there will be eccentricity between the 

centre of mass(CM) and centre of rigidity(CR) and torsion is 

induced in the structure asinertia force acts through the centre 

of mass while the resistive force acts through the centre of 

rigidity. This torsional behaviour of asymmetric building is 

one of the most frequent causes of structural damage and 

failure during strong ground motions.Modern codes deal with 

torsion by placing restrictions on the design of buildings with 

irregular layouts and also through the introduction of an 

accidental eccentricity that must be considered in design. The 

lateral-torsional coupling due to this eccentricity in 

asymmetric building structure generates torsional vibration 

even under purelytranslational ground shaking during 

earthquakes. 

II. Literature Review 

T. Mahdi and V. Soltangharaie (2012) studied the seismic 

behaviour of three concrete moment-resisting space frames 

with asymmetrical plan and stated the differences between the 

results of linear dynamic and nonlinear static methods with the 

nonlinear dynamic procedure.The linear dynamic analysis has 

shown slightly better results than nonlinear static analysis. 

Maske et.al (2013),stated that the forces in the columns 

located in the stiff side of the plan for irregular buildings are 

much smaller than those obtained in the elements of the 

flexible side of the plan. There is no significant change in 

column forces around centre of rigidity. Torsion is the most 

critical factor leading to major damage or complete collapse of 

building.Suryawanshi et.al(2014), studied the influence of the 

torsional moment effects on the behaviour of structure and 

proved that for asymmetrical building the torsional moment is 

more than symmetrical, therefore it is necessary to design the 

beam and column for torsional moment and base shear and 

roof displacement for asymmetrical building is more than 

symmetrical building. Formation of hinges in asymmetrical 

building is more and early than symmetrical building. 

III. Methodology 

A. Design data: Following design parameters have been 

considered for the study 

Live load    : 3kN/m
2
 on typical floor  

Floor finish   : 1kN/m
2
 on typical floor  

Earthquake load   : As per IS 1893:2002(Part 1) for 

Type II 

Seismic zone  :II 

Wind load  : As per IS 875(Part 3), Class 

C,Terrain category 3 

 

B. Model Description 

To study the behaviour of RCC frame structures with 

asymmetric distribution of mass in plan, a 24mx24m grid, 

G+14 storey RCC bare frame has been used. A total of 22 

models have been analysed each of which as described below. 

 No of bays along X axis   :6 

 No of bays along Y axis  :6 

 Spacing in both directions   :4m 

 No of stories   :G+14 

 Storey height    :3.5m 

 Size of column   :0.4x0.4m 

 Size of beams   : 0.3x0.4m 

 Slab     :0.12m thick 

X 

Y 
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Fig 1.Plan view of the bare frame 

For pushover analysis, coupled PMM interaction plastic hinges 

are assigned to columns and moment M3 hinges are assigned to 

beams. 

IV. Results and Discussions 

Linear and nonlinear static pushover analysis is performed to 

investigate the behaviour of the building frame.Various load 

combinations as per IS 1893:2002 are also used for this purpose. 

Pushoveranalysis procedure is followed as per the 

prescriptionsin ATC-40.The hinge properties are applied by 

defaultmethod as per codal provisions in FEMA 356. 

A. Eccentricity 

For asymmetric structures the centre of mass and rigidity does 

not coincide. The eccentricity is defined as the difference 

between the centre of mass (CM) and the centre of rigidity 

(CR).The eccentricity due to mass asymmetry in the models are 

as in Table 1. 

Table 1. Eccentricity between CM and CR  

Model 

Eccentricity in metres 

   Uniform 

mass       

distribution 

Mass 

1:2 

Mass 

1:4 

Mass 

1:6 

E0 0 - - - 

E1 - 0.094 0.276 0.452 

E2 - 0.149 0.43 0.692 

E3 - 0.166 0.471 0.746 

E4 - 0.047 0.14 0.231 

E5 - 0.121 0.354 0.574 

E6 - 0.202 0.576 0.912 

E7 - 0.271 0.746 1.148 

 

B. Torsion 

Although in a building moments are unavoidable, torsional 

moment is that which all structural engineers try to eliminate as 

they cause undesirable responses in the structure. In 

asymmetrical structures the effect of torsion predominates and 

hence the torsion in columns is compared for this study. The 

average torsion is observed in earthquake load combination and 

is shown in fig 2. 
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Fig 2.Average Torsion in the columns 

Torsion is zero for wind loading. For earthquake loading, rate of 

increase of torsion is directly proportional to that of eccentricity 

.For the same magnitude of asymmetry, models with asymmetry 

in one direction has lesser rate of increase of torsion than that 

with asymmetry in both directions. Torsion increased by 190% 

when mass became double and by 365% when mass increased 6 

times. Torsion is maximum in the edge columns, especially 

where the asymmetry ends. 

C. Top Storey Displacement 

The magnitude of displacement due to wind load is higher than 

that of seismic loads and increaseswith the eccentricity due to 

mass asymmetry. As the eccentricity increases the variation in 

displacement for positive and negative direction loading 

increases. 

Fig 3. Top storey displacements in the models for 

1.5(DL+EQ)combination 

When themagnitude of asymmetry is same while magnitude of 

mass is higher, there is no significant change in displacement. 

D. Base Shear and Storey drift 

Base shear due to seismic forces are found to increase steadily 

with mass as shown in fig 4. Storey drift is defined as the 

relative displacement of adjacent stories and is given by the 

following formula. 

∆= (δi-δi-1)/h 

∆ - Storey drift 

δi- Displacement of the ith storey 

h - Storey height 

Comparative study of Storey drift reveals that it increases by 2.2 

percentage for models with mass in the ratio 1:2 and by 4.4 

percentage for models with mass in the ratio 1:6. It is maximum 

for model E7 with mass 1:6 as shown in fig 5. Storey drift is 

more in the case of asymmetry about both directions. 

 

 
Fig 4. Comparison of base shear for different models 

 

 
Fig 5. Comparison of storey drift of model E7 for different 

magnitudes of mass 
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Fig 6. Comparison of storey drift of model E3 for different 

magnitudes of mass 

 

E. Time Period 

 

The time period of the structure increases with increase in mass 

as shown in table 2. 

Table 2. Percentage increase in time period for all models 

Model name 
Percentage increase in time period 

Mass 1:2 Mass 1:4 Mass 1:6 

E1 9.436451 10.5186 11.71168 

E2 9.935474 12.11856 14.47071 

E3 10.41619 13.54432 16.77894 

E4 9.189623 9.739408 10.36431 

E5 9.716859 11.60972 13.86548 

E6 10.53417 14.48453 18.93274 

E7 11.59962 17.91932 24.56882 

 

F. Percentage Area of Reinforcement   

Concrete frame design is done as per IS 456:2000 and the 

maximum percentage area of reinforcement for column is 

calculated and is shown in table 3. 

Table 3. Maximum reinforcement percentage in columns  

Model 

name 

Rebar percentage in columns 

Uniform 

mass 
Mass 1:2 Mass 1:4 Mass 1:6 

E0 3.77 - - - 

E1 - 3.78 4.04 4.6 

E2 - 4.02 4.89 5.98 

E3 - 4.27 5.54 6.74 

E4 - 3.77 3.78 3.78 

E5 - 3.78 3.83 4.86 

E6 - 3.88 4.6 5.87 

E7 - 4.17 5.36 6.628 

For mass asymmetrical structures, rebar percentage is higher 

than that of symmetrical case. The maximum reinforcement 

percentage that can be given to columns as per IS 456:2000 is 4 

percentage. In models with higher magnitude of asymmetry and 

with higher magnitudes of mass the reinforcement limit is 

exceeded.Localised strengthening of columns is required when 

the area of asymmetry is very high even for lesser magnitudes of 

mass variation. For higher magnitudes of mass resizing of 

column will be required. 

G. Non Linear Behaviour 

Pushover analysis is done for all the models. They are pushed 

above the target displacement and the sequence of formation of 

hinges are studied.  

 

Fig 7. Formation of hinges during pushover analysis 

For mass asymmetric structures, hinges are formed in the beams 

in asymmetry area at small displacements. The beams in the 

second to fourth stories show plastic behaviour initially whereas 

for columns, those of bottom storey form hinges first.Structures 

with asymmetry about one direction have almost same nonlinear 

behaviour as symmetricalstructures. Same is the case with 

structures having asymmetry about both axes but with lesser 

magnitudes of massbut whenratio of variation in mass 

magnitude increases up to 6times, then more number of hinges 

are formed and together they become critical.The capacity in the 

weak direction is found to be less than the one in the other 

direction. This is due to the irregularity effect caused by the 

mass asymmetry. 

V. Conclusion 

The linear and nonlinear behaviour of all the models are studied 

and the following conclusions are drawn. 
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1 Increase in mass magnitude affects eccentricity more 

than increase in the magnitude of asymmetry. So it is desirable 

to have lesser mass distributed over a large area than heavier 

mass being concentrated on a small area. 

2 The increase in top storey displacement due to 

asymmetry is less. Storey drift and base shear increases with 

increase in mass asymmetry and is more affected by the 

magnitude of mass. 

3 Even when magnitude of asymmetry is more, torsion is 

less when mass magnitude is less. Either the heavier mass should 

be distributed over a large area or it should be given over a small 

area and that portion should be given extra strengthening. 

4 Special attention should be given to the bottom four 

stories as the beams in these stories show plastic behaviour even 

at lower displacements. 
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